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Abstract
We present an O(n2)-time algorithm for computing a maximum cardinality induced matching and a minimum cardinality cover
by chain subgraphs for convex bipartite graphs. This improves the previous time bound of O(m2).
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1. Introduction
An induced matching in a graph is a matching that is also an induced subgraph, i.e., no two edges of the matching
are joined by an edge in the graph. For a graph G, let im(G) denote the size of a largest induced matching in G. It is
known [3] that given a graph G and integer k, deciding whether im(G) ≥ k is NP-complete, even when G is bipartite.
For several restricted families of graphs, this problem has been shown [4–6,8–10] to be solvable in polynomial time.
Given graph G = (V, E), consider the graph G∗ defined as follows: V (G∗) = E(G), and edges wx and yz of G are
adjacent in G∗ if and only if {w, x, y, z} induces a 2K2 in G. It is clear that any induced matching in G corresponds
to a clique in G∗ and vice versa. All the aforementioned results compute a largest induced matching of G by finding a
largest clique in G∗ (equivalently, by finding a largest independent set in G∗). We use ω(G) and χ(G) to refer to the
size of a largest clique and chromatic number, respectively, of graph G.
A bipartite graph G = (X, Y, E) is a chain graph if it does not contain 2K2 as an induced subgraph. Bipartite graph
G ′ = (X ′, Y ′, E ′) is a chain subgraph of bipartite graph G = (X, Y, E), if G ′ is a subgraph of G and G ′ contains no
induced 2K2. Given a bipartite graph G = (X, Y, E), consider the problem of finding the fewest number, ch(G), of
chain subgraphs of G the union of whose edge-sets is E . Yannakakis showed [15] that when k ≥ 3, deciding whether
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ch(G) ≤ k for a given bipartite graph G is NP-complete. We note that there are efficient algorithms [14] that can
determine whether ch(G) ≤ 2 for a given bipartite graph G.
Suppose H is a chain subgraph of a bipartite graph G. Then, it is easy to see that the vertices of G∗ that
correspond to edges of H induce an independent set in G∗. Therefore, χ(G∗) ≤ ch(G). Also, as an induced
matching of G corresponds to a clique of G∗, we have im(G) ≤ χ(G∗). Therefore, for any bipartite graph G,
im(G) ≤ χ(G∗) ≤ ch(G). It is shown in [7] that there exist bipartite graphs G with ch(G) arbitrarily larger than
χ(G∗). The discussion in [7] is about the threshold dimension of split graphs. Since a threshold graph is essentially a
chain graph with one side of the partition turned into a clique [1] and a split graph is a bipartite graph with one side
of the partition turned into a clique, the same construction works for ch(G) of bipartite graphs.
Yu, et al., showed [16] that when G is a convex bipartite graph, G∗ is a comparability graph and also ch(G) =
χ(G∗). A bipartite graph G = (X, Y, E) is convex if the vertices in Y can be linearly ordered so that for each vertex
x ∈ X the neighbors of x are consecutive in the order. Graph G is a comparability graph if each edge of G can be
oriented so that the resulting directed graph is acyclic and transitive. Since comparability graphs are perfect, we have
[16] that when G is a convex bipartite graph, im(G) = ω(G∗) = χ(G∗) = ch(G). Yu, et al., used this to design an
O(m2)-time algorithm to compute ch(G), as well as the ch(G) chain subgraphs of G that cover all the edges of G,
when G is a convex bipartite graph. We show that their algorithm can be implemented to run in O(n2) time. We note
that Lozin [13] has given an O(n3)-time algorithm to find im(G) when G is a bipartite graph that does not contain
two specific graphs as induced subgraphs. Also, Chang [6] computes ch(G) and im(G) in O(m + n) time when G is
a bipartite permutation graph; bipartite permutation graphs form a proper subclass of the class of convex graphs.
In the rest of the paper we first review the main ideas from [16], then present our implementation and the proof of
its correctness. We finish with a discussion on some open problems.
2. Previous work
In this section we summarize the details of the algorithm from [16].
For a bipartite graph G = (X, Y, E), where X = {x1, . . . , xnX } and Y = {y1, . . . , ynY }, the bipartite adjacency
matrix M has rows corresponding to members of X and columns corresponding to members of Y such that M[i, j] = 1
if and only if xi and y j are adjacent; we refer to such an edge as ei j . We use ei j  ekl to refer to edges ei j and ekl such
that i ≤ k and j ≤ l. We use n to denote |X | + |Y |, and m to denote |E |.
For a convex bipartite graph we assume that the columns of M are ordered such that in each row the ones occur
consecutively. We further assume, as in [16], that the rows of M are in nondecreasing order of the column index of the





as an induced submatrix, and hence, any 2K2 in G





in M . Hereafter, G refers to a convex bipartite graph and M refers to its bipartite
adjacency matrix with the rows and columns thus arranged.
The algorithm from [16], given below, has two steps. The first step of the algorithm, Procedure Greedy-Color,
scans the ones in M row by row and in each row from left to right, assigning to each edge the smallest color that has
not been assigned to any of its previously colored neighbors in G∗. Recall that two edges of G are neighbors in G∗
if and only if they induce a 2K2 in G. The second step of the algorithm, Procedure Extend-Color-Classes, derives the
required chain subgraphs of G from the color classes resulting from the first step.
Procedure Greedy-Color
for k = 1 to |X | do
for l = 1 to |Y | do
if M[k, l] = 1 then
Assign to ekl the smallest color not assigned to any ei j such that
(i) ei j  ekl , and
(ii) ei j and ekl induce a 2K2 in G
endProcedure
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Procedure Extend-Color-Classes
A minimum chain cover for G is formed by constructing a chain subgraph of G corresponding to each color class
resulting from Procedure Greedy-Color. Note that two edges belonging to the same color class do not induce a 2K2 in
G. However, it is observed in [16] that the edges of a resulting color class alone need not form a chain subgraph of G.
Consider the smallest submatrix of M that contains the edges of a color class k and let Mk have the same dimensions
as this submatrix, but Mk[i, j] = 1 if and only if ei j belongs to the color class k. It is shown in [16] that such a










can be altered so that
the resulting matrix corresponds to a chain subgraph of G. This is done in [16] by simply adding to Mk the edges,





to the position of the top right one.
endProcedure
The following facts are proved in [16].
Theorem 2.1 ([16]). If G is a convex bipartite graph, then G∗ is a comparability graph.
Lemma 2.1 ([16]). If ei j  ekl , then the color assigned by Procedure Greedy-Color to ei j is at most the color
assigned to ekl .
Corollary 2.1 ([16]). If we scan the edges in a row of M left to right, then the sequence of colors assigned to them
by Procedure Greedy-Color is nondecreasing.
3. New implementation
We first prove some basic facts about Procedure Greedy-Color. Observe that ei j  ekl implies that ei j is colored
before ekl .
Lemma 3.1. Suppose egh and ei j are edges of G that induce a 2K2 such that egh  ei j . Then, any edge ekl with
ei j  ekl also induces a 2K2 with egh .
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The lemma follows from the ordering of the matrix M . 
Lemma 3.2. Let ekl be a fixed edge of G. Suppose p is the largest color assigned to any edge that induces a 2K2
with ekl and is already colored by Procedure Greedy-Color. Then, for every r , 1 ≤ r ≤ (p − 1), there exists an edge
est such that est has already been assigned color r and est induces a 2K2 with ekl . Thus, Procedure Greedy-Color
assigns color p + 1 to edge ekl . Moreover, ekl is a member of an induced matching of size p + 1 in G.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let ei j be an edge to which the color p is assigned such that ei j induces a 2K2 with ekl . Observe
that ei j  ekl . Since edge ei j was assigned the color p, there exists edge egh such that egh was assigned color p − 1,
egh  ei j , and egh induces a 2K2 in G with ei j . It follows from Lemma 3.1 that egh and ekl induce a 2K2. Inductively
proceeding with egh , we arrive at the conclusion. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose ei j and ei( j+1) are edges of G such that ei j is assigned color x by Procedure Greedy-Color.
Then, ei( j+1) is assigned either color x or color x + 1 by Procedure Greedy-Color.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Since ei j is assigned color x , by Corollary 2.1, the color assigned to ei( j+1) is at least x . Also,
for any edge egh that induces a 2K2 with ei( j+1) and is already colored, we have egh  ei j . Therefore, by Lemma 2.1,
the largest color that can be used on such edges is x . Thus, ei( j+1) is assigned color x or color x + 1. 
We now describe our implementation of Procedure Greedy-Color from [16].
We preprocess M to record the starting and ending positions of the sequence of ones in each row. Also, with each
one in M we record the color assigned to the corresponding edge.
Since G is convex, given an edge ekl and a row i < k, the ones that correspond to those edges from row i each of
which induces a 2K2 with ekl occur consecutively. Furthermore, the starting and ending columns of the sequence of
such ones can be determined in constant time.
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Suppose ekl is an edge that does not correspond to the leftmost one in row k and let x be the color assigned to
ek(l−1). Then, by Lemma 3.3, ekl must get either color x or color x + 1. We will show that for ekl to be assigned
color x + 1, it must induce a 2K2 with some edge ei j  ekl that is already colored x and such that ei j and ek(l−1)
do not induce a 2K2. Therefore, in order to detect the presence of such an ei j , we need only be concerned with those
rows among 1 through k − 1 in which column l contains a zero while column l − 1 contains a one. On the other hand,
if ekl corresponds to the leftmost one in row k, then we have to consider each of the rows 1 through k − 1 in which
column l contains a zero to decide the color for ekl .
As in [16], we process the ones in M row by row and in each row from left to right. The edges in row 1 are all
assigned the smallest color, say color 1. To ensure that all the edges in each row of M can be colored in O(n) time,
when we begin processing row k ≥ 2 we build a minimum priority queue Q containing an element corresponding to
each row i , i = 1 through k − 1, where the priority for each row is the column number of the rightmost one in the
row. When edge ekl is processed, we repeatedly delete a row i from Q whose priority is less than l and determine the
subsequence of edges from row i each of which induces a 2K2 with ekl . We record the color assigned to the rightmost
such edge. This is done until a row with priority at least l is encountered, and such a row is left behind on Q. We then
determine the largest color among those recorded, say, color y. If ekl corresponds to the first one in row k, then it is
assigned the color 1+ y. Otherwise, let x be the color assigned to ek(l−1). If y = x , then ekl is assigned the color 1+x ;
otherwise, it is assigned the color x .
Theorem 3.1. The implementation of Procedure Greedy-Color is correct and it runs in O(n2) time.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For a given row k of M , we prove by induction that the edges in row k are colored as per
Procedure Greedy-Color. Note that row 1 is colored as per Procedure Greedy-Color. Now, suppose k ≥ 2.
Suppose ekl is the leftmost edge in row k. By the induction hypothesis we may assume that the edges in the rows
preceding row k are colored as per Procedure Greedy-Color. If ei j  ekl induces a 2K2 with ekl , then row i precedes
row k and its priority is less than l. Therefore, when the processing of ekl begins, every such row i is on Q, and
these rows are then deleted from Q as ekl is processed. By Corollary 2.1, the largest color y assigned to such ei j is
computed. By Lemma 3.2, ekl should indeed be assigned the color 1+ y.
Now suppose ekl is not the leftmost edge in row k, and by way of the induction hypothesis assume that every edge
up to and including ek(l−1) is colored as per Procedure Greedy-Color. Let x be the color assigned to ek(l−1). Let S be
the set of all edges ei j  ekl such that ei j and ekl induce a 2K2. Let S1 be the set of all edges ei j  ek(l−1) such that ei j
and ek(l−1) induce a 2K2. By Lemma 3.1, S1 ⊆ S. Let S2 = S − S1. As ek(l−1) is colored correctly, x is the smallest
among the colors not assigned to any member of S1. Hence, each of the colors 1 through x − 1 is used on members
of S1. Furthermore, no member of S1 is assigned color x . By Lemma 3.3, ekl should be assigned either color x or
color x + 1. Therefore, ekl should be assigned color x + 1 only when some member of S2 is assigned color x .
As each ei j ∈ S2 induces a 2K2 with ekl , but does not induce a 2K2 with ek(l−1), we have M[k, j] = 0, M[i, l] = 0,
and M[i, l−1] = 1. Therefore, the priority of row i is l−1. Thus, when the processing of ekl begins, row i is still on Q,
and it will be deleted from Q as ekl is processed. Thus, by Corollary 2.1, the color y computed by the implementation
is indeed the largest among the colors assigned to edges in S2 and ekl is colored correctly.
When we process row k of M , we build a priority queue containing rows 1 through k − 1 in O(n) time as a linear
list in nondecreasing order using Binsort. Hence, a single deletion of the minimum priority element from the queue
can be done in constant time. When a row of M is processed, since each element of the priority queue is deleted
at most once, the total cost of the priority queue operations per row of M is O(n). When an edge ekl is processed,
the rest of the cost incurred is a constant. Therefore, a row of M is processed in O(n) time and the entire Procedure
Greedy-Color runs in O(n2) time. 
We need the following lemma for the time complexity of the step of extending each color class into a chain subgraph
of G.
Lemma 3.4. Every row of M contains edges from at most two distinct color classes.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. By way of contradiction suppose row k of M contains edges from three distinct color classes,
say colors x , y, and z. By Corollary 2.1, we may assume without loss of generality that x < y < z. Assume that
color z is assigned to edge ekl . Then, there must be an edge ei j  ekl such that ei j and ekl induce a 2K2 in G and
ei j has color y. The bottom left zero in the submatrix corresponding to this 2K2 must be to the left of the first one in
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row k (and hence, to the left of the one corresponding to the edge colored x). However, by Lemma 2.1, the top left
one of this submatrix corresponding to edge ei j cannot have a color larger than x . 
Corollary 3.1. Let S be a minimum chain subgraph cover for G. Then, the total number of edges in S is O(m).
Proof of Corollary 3.1. Each ei j that is assigned color x belongs to the chain subgraph that corresponds to the color
class x . In addition, ei j could be added by Procedure Extend-Color-Classes to chain subgraphs that correspond to other
color classes with members on row i . By Lemma 3.4, every row of M contains at most two color classes. Therefore,
each edge of G belongs to at most two chain subgraphs in S. 
Next we show that Procedure Extend-Color-Classes can be implemented to run in O(n2) time.
When Procedure Greedy-Color produces color classes, we store each color class by recording, for each row of M
that contains edges of the color class, the positions of the leftmost and rightmost edges from that row belonging to the
color class. Let the color classes be 1 through k and let ri be the number of rows of M that contain edges belonging
to color class i . We will show that the required edges can be added to color class i to construct the chain subgraph,
as per Procedure Extend-Color-Classes, in O(ri 2) time. By Lemma 3.4, each row of M contains edges from at most
two color classes. Therefore, (r1 + r2 + · · · + rk) ≤ 2n. As r12 + r22 + · · · + rk2 is O((r1 + r2 + · · · + rk)2), it will
follow that the overall time required by Procedure Extend-Color-Classes is O(n2).
Recall that matrix Mi has the same dimensions as the smallest submatrix of M that contains all the edges of color
class i , and Mi [g, h] = 1 if and only if edge egh belongs to color class i . In order to extend the color class i in O(ri 2)
time, we proceed as follows. We process the rows of Mi from bottom to top. When we process row j , for each row






















can be determined simply by a comparison of the positions of the leftmost and rightmost ones in
row j and row l. We maintain for each row l the furthest such extension to the left of the sequence of ones computed.
Finally, a maximum induced matching of G of the same cardinality as the number of colors used by Procedure
Greedy-Color can be constructed in O(n) time via Lemma 3.2, if we simply record during Procedure Greedy-Color,
for each edge with color x , the edge with color x − 1 that forced it to have color x . Therefore, we have the following
theorem:
Theorem 3.2. A minimum chain cover and a maximum induced matching of a given convex bipartite graph can be
computed in O(n2) time.
4. Discussion
A class of bipartite graphs that has received considerable attention in the literature [1] is the class of chordal
bipartite graphs; a bipartite graph is chordal bipartite if it does not contain an induced cycle on six or more vertices. It
is easy to verify that every convex bipartite graph is chordal bipartite. The time complexity of computing ch(G) for a
chordal bipartite graph G was posed as a problem in [16]; the problem still remains open. In view of this and the fact
that the graphs constructed in [7] do not correspond to chordal bipartite graphs, we pose the following problem:
Problem 1: For a chordal bipartite graph G, does ch(G) equal χ(G∗)?
We now discuss the connection between Problem 1 and the problem of computing ch(G) when G is chordal
bipartite. It is known [5] that when neither graph G nor its complement contains any induced cycles on five or more
vertices (equivalently, G is weakly chordal), G∗, and hence G∗, is also weakly chordal. For a weakly chordal graph
H , ω(H) = χ(H) [11] and also these parameters can be computed in polynomial time [11,12]. Further, as every
chordal bipartite graph is weakly chordal [1], it follows that when G is chordal bipartite, im(G) = ω(G∗) = χ(G∗)
[5] and also im(G) can be computed in polynomial time. In view of these facts, if the answer to Problem 1 were in
the affirmative, then it would follow that im(G) = ch(G) when G is chordal bipartite, and hence, both the parameters
can be computed in polynomial time. Currently, the known polynomial time algorithm [5] for computing im(G) for a
chordal bipartite graph G uses reduction to the problem of computing ω(G∗) where G∗ is weakly chordal; however,
the time complexity of the resulting algorithm currently is O(n6).
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Problem 2: How efficiently can im(G) be computed when G is chordal bipartite?




































































Fig. 1. G is chordal bipartite, {1, 6, 9} is an AT in G∗.
Combining the results in [5] and [16] we can conclude that when bipartite graph G is convex, G∗ is a weakly
chordal comparability graph, and equivalently, G∗ is a weakly chordal co-comparability graph. The example in Fig. 1
shows that when G is chordal bipartite, G∗ is not even asteroidal-triple free (AT-free); an asteroidal triple is a triple
of pairwise nonadjacent vertices such that between any two of them there exists a path that avoids the neighbors
of the third vertex, and graph G is AT-free if it does not contain an asteroidal triple. It is well known that every
co-comparability graph is AT-free.
Note added in proof. It has been recently communicated [2] that the answer to the question in Problem 1 is in the
affirmative.
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